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Introduction

(a)

As the critical dimension of transistor scaling down to 7nm and below, cobalt has been
introduced for contacts and lower level of interconnects in the middle-of-the-line (MOL). Co
can bring several benefits for chip making, including greater volume of contact metal with
thin TiN barrier layer, and enabling high-aspect ratio gap filling at very fine dimensions.
When the linewidth continues to shrink, Co will be a better option for offering lower
resistance and improving reliability. Therefore, many device makers have already used Co
instead of W and Cu for contacts and MOL interconnects. For customers who want to
develop the advanced technology nodes, they must need new chemistries which able to
clean Co contacts/interconnects after dry etching. One key attribute of the chemical is the
ability to clean dry etching residues on Co contact/interconnects without damaging the
underlying materials. In response to the industry need, we have developed an advanced
Co post-etch cleaning solution with superior Co compatibility.
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Clean vs Process Time

Cleaning Approaches
• Effective cleaning reagents to remove the post-etching
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and post-ashing Co residues.
• Introduce Co inhibitor with high passivation efficiency.
• Adopt alkaline pH regime for better Co compatibility and
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clean capability.

(d)

Results and Discussion
(a)

Figure 2. (a)-(b) SEM, TEM and EDX mapping
of the Co contacts cleaned by EC-series
formulation; (c) EC-series formulations can
provide shorter process time; (d) EC-series
formulations have tunable AlO and AlN etch
rate.

(b)

Conclusions

Figure 1. (a) Inhibitor screening for excellent cobalt protection; (b) Cleaning performance versus
Co compatibility.

• EC-series formulations possess excellent cleaning capability for removing post-etch
residues on Co contact and keep excellent Co compatibility.
• EC-series formulations are compatible with Co, W, TiN and dielectric, and also have
tunable AlO and AlN etching rate.
• EC can provide better cost-of-ownership through upgrading clean performance and
reducing process time.
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